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Abstract—Power gating (PG) is an effective power efficiency improvement technique. Future general-purpose graphics processing units (GPGPUs) will likely feature hundreds of compute units (CUs) and be power constrained, which leads to serious challenges to existing PG methodologies. In this paper, we propose novel design-time and run-time techniques to effectively implement power gating in future GPGPUs. Based on industrial models/measurement facilities, we show that designers must consider run-time parallelism within potential applications while implementing power gating designs to avoid incurring unnecessary design overheads. By scaling measurements from a real 28nm GPGPU to a hypothetical future 10nm node, we show that a PG granularity of 16 CU/cluster achieves 99% peak run-time performance without the excessive 53% design-time area overhead of per-CU PG. We also demonstrate that a run-time power management algorithm that is aware of the PG granularity leads to up to 18% additional performance through frequency-boosting under thermal-design power (TDP) constraints.

Index Terms—GPGPUs, power gating, power management.

I. INTRODUCTION

General-purpose graphics processing units (GPGPUs) are now commonly used in many high-performance computing (HPC) systems due to their high-performance and power efficiency (perf/W) [1]. Future petascale and exascale systems are likely to incorporate GPGPUs with hundreds of compute units (CUs) [2]. Emerging trends show that these CUs have to operate under tight power budgets to sustain reliable operating temperatures and avoid excessive leakage power or thermal runaway. As a result, not all CUs may always be powered on simultaneously at their maximum frequency [3]. Thus, it is necessary to dynamically adjust the number of active CUs through power-gating (PG) mechanisms based on the run-time needs of applications. However, PG introduces serious design and area overheads, which if applied liberally can negate its benefits. There is a tradeoff between design overheads and run-time performance and power efficiency.

This paper develops an integrated approach towards addressing PG challenges in potential future GPGPUs by analyzing: 1) design-time decisions where the benefits of fine-grain PG must be balanced against its overheads, and 2) run-time decisions where PG and frequency boosting need to be applied adaptively to control the number of active CUs based on the GPGPU design, the application needs, and the power budget. Specifically, the contributions of this paper are as follows.

• We demonstrate the need for an integrated solution to manage leakage power by incorporating workload/run-time awareness into the PG design methodology that determines the optimal PG granularity, and design-awareness into the run-time power management algorithm that finds the optimal number of CU to power gate.
• Using industrial scaling models and real hardware measurements, we project run-time parallelism trends of HPC applications to a future massively parallel GPGPU. We use these trends along with accurate PG area models to determine the optimal design choices for PG granularity (i.e., cluster size) that improve power efficiency with minimal run-time and design overheads.
• We propose a run-time power management algorithm that utilizes PG design knowledge to shift power from unused CUs to boost the frequency of active CUs, thereby leading to better performance and power efficiency.
• Compared to per-CU PG, we demonstrate that a runtime-aware design of a 16CU per cluster achieves 99% peak runtime performance without the excessive 53% design area overhead on a hypothetical GPGPU with 192CUs in 10nm. Further, we show that a run-time algorithm that is aware of the PG granularity leads to up to 18% higher performance under thermal-design power (TDP) limits.

The rest of the paper provides the related work, motivation, the proposed methodology, experimental results and conclusions of this work in successive sections.

II. RELATED WORK

GPGPUs are being used to improve performance and energy efficiency of many classes of HPC applications [1]. Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS), clock-gating, and PG are common techniques used to manage power and energy in multi-core CPU and GPGPU processors [4], [5], [6]. Further, based on application needs, run-time hardware reconfigurations are also used to improve power efficiency of both CPUs and GPGUs [7], [8], [9], [10].

While Lee et al. analyzed throughput improvement of multi-core processors by power-gating and DVFS techniques [11], Majeed et al. proposed a PG-aware warp scheduler to improve the benefits of GPGPU power gating. The existing techniques [12], [13], [14], [15] are useful to improve the power efficiency of GPGPUs with underutilized resources or improve performance under TDP constraints. However, most of the previous studies investigated PG opportunities statically by assuming the finest level of power gating at per-CU/core level without considering area overhead or they did not consider the impact of design-time choices on the run-time performances.
In contrast to previous works that considered few CUs [12], [14], [15], our methodologies are geared for hundreds of CUs that will be available at future technologies.

III. MOTIVATION & GOALS

Future HPC systems are predicted to operate massively parallel GPGPUs under tight power and thermal constraints, which poses unique challenges as follows.

Leakage power in future massively parallel GPGPUs. The large number of CUs in potential future GPGPUs will result in high power consumption and power densities, and hence, higher temperatures across the chip. Although FinFET technology significantly reduces leakage power, it is predicted that the sub-threshold leakage ceiling for FinFET will be comparable to planar bulk CMOS due to self-heating [16]. Hence, leakage power can still be the dominant if all CUs are left powered on at high operating temperatures. High leakage causes frequency throttling for a tight power budget.

Workloads demonstrate diverse scaling trends. Fig. 1 shows the performance of three example HPC application kernels, GEMM.sgemmNN, LULESH.CalcHourGlass, and XSBench.calcSrtd, as a function of the number of active CUs (Section IV describes the used methodology). The performance of each kernel is normalized to its own minimum baseline. We observe that HPC applications present various parallelism needs due to their diverse compute and memory behavior, requiring a run-time power management unit that could adaptively control the number of CUs by power gating unused CUs. For example, XSBench.calcSrtd has a peak performance at 124 CUs, beyond which significant cache thrashing occurs and performance degrades.

PG granularity is critical to performance and power management. Power savings from power gating can be used to boost frequencies of the remaining active CUs for higher performance under a given power budget. The amount of savings depends on the PG granularity—defined as the minimum number of CUs that can be power gated at once usually a design-time decision. A finer PG granularity results in large design area overheads, whereas an overly coarse granularity results in excessive leakage power and run-time performance degradation, especially for applications that use CUs with non-exact multiples of the PG granularity. Often, the existing run-time power management systems have no knowledge of the underlying PG design leading to sub-optimal decisions.

In summary, PG techniques that do not consider run-time opportunities during design and design choices during run-time can lead to poor performance and power efficiency with large design overheads. So, our goal is to couple the design-time PG granularity with the run-time opportunities to maximize performance and power efficiency of future GPGPUs.

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The proposed methodology for power gating of future GPGPUs involves three components. First, we propose in Subsection IV-A a methodology to scale power and performance measurements on existing GPGPU devices to future devices with similar micro-architecture. Using these extrapolated measurements, we propose in Subsection IV-B a methodology to analyze the impact of different PG granularity choices on leakage power saving with respect to the available parallelism in applications. Third, we propose a run-time power management technique in Subsection IV-C that utilizes workloads’ characteristics and the PG granularity to maximize performance and power efficiency under a fixed TDP.

A. Performance and Power Scaling

We use a 3-step methodology, as proposed by Dev et al. [17] to estimate performance and power for a potential future GPU architecture with 192 CUs at hypothetical 10 nm technology. Fig. 2 shows the overall methodology for power estimation. First, we take real measurements of performance and power (dynamic and leakage) for all kernels/applications at different CU-count, CU-frequencies, and memory-bandwidths (BW) on an existing GPU device (in 28nm) described in Section V.

Second, we extrapolate measurements on the baseline device to potential future devices using the same compute-to-memory ratio for both devices. We consider a compute throughput proportional to the product of number of CUs and CU frequency, and a memory BW proportional to memory frequency. We use the idea that performance scales proportional to the scaling of the compute throughput and BW of a GPU, given the same compute-to-memory ratio.

Finally, we apply the effect of changing the process technology (including the introduction of FinFET from 14nm), voltage, frequency, and temperature on both dynamic and leakage power to project the total processor power based on models from fabrication vendors. Our proposed PG methodology is quite generic and valid even if other scaling methods (e.g., detailed simulation based) are used.

B. Workload-Aware Design-time Analysis

Leakage power savings, and thereby potential frequency-boosting, from power gating unused CUs are workload-dependent. The finer the PG granularity, the higher the boosting potential. Also, beyond a certain granularity, if
the maximum current and frequency allowed for a given PG transistor-sizing are reached, further frequency boosting becomes impossible. Thus, we propose a methodology to evaluate leakage power, frequency boosting factor, and area overhead at different PG granularities as a function of the optimal number of CUs needed by an application at run-time. **Leakage power analysis.** We model the effects of PG granularity on total leakage power by considering the optimal number of CUs needed by an application. We assume that there are $N$ CUs in a GPGPU device and that the device has a PG granularity of $s$. If an application needs $n$ CUs for its optimal performance, and if we denote the average leakage power of one CU by $p_1$, then the total leakage power, denoted by $P_L(n, s)$, of the system for $n$ active CUs is given by:

$$P_L(n, s) = p_1s \left\lceil \frac{n}{s} \right\rceil, \quad n \leq N \quad \text{and} \quad s \leq N,$$

where $\left\lceil \cdot \right\rceil$ denotes the ceiling operator. We note that for fixed number of active CUs, the leakage will be different for different PG granularities. For example, Fig. 3 shows the normalized energy versus PG granularity ($g192$ with no PG to $g1$ with per-CU PG) for 3 example kernels obtained through our projection models. We clearly see the “knee points”, in terms of energy vs. granularity, across different kernels. We see that the energy reduction of these kernels almost flattens out after a granularity of 16. Thus, we seek an optimal PG design that balances the benefits of fine-grain granularity (performance and power efficiency) with the design cost (die area overhead).

**Frequency boosting.** The power saved from gating unused CUs can be used to boost the frequency and thereby the performance of certain kernels. The amount of boosting depends on the PG granularity of the design, the TDP, and the maximum die temperature of the device. For our analysis, we use the worst-case die temperature to ensure deterministic performance under a fixed cooling solution irrespective of the process and ambient variation across parts. Further, we observe that an increase in operating frequency will lead to an increase in switching electrical current, which requires a proportional increase in the size of the PG transistors to reduce the IR drop across them. The kernel with the maximum frequency boost dictates the size of the transistors.

**PG area overhead.** Implementing PG requires adding power gates, buffers, clamp cells, I/O buffers, and control logic to the design [18], which increases its total area. Further, the area overhead depends on the granularity at which the PG area marked by the white rectangle.

![Fig. 3. Normalized energy of selected kernels at different PG granularities (g192: no power gating, g1: per-CU power gating).](image)

As the PG cluster-size, $s$, increases, fewer number of AON cells are needed due to reduced intra-cluster signals. Thus, $A_{aon}$ is modeled as a product of the perimeter of the cluster and the number of PG clusters in the device; for a cluster size $s$, where its CUs arranged as $s_v \times s_h$ grid, the perimeter of the cluster will be $2(s_v + s_h)$. For $N$ number of total CUs,

$$A_{aon} \propto (s_v + s_h) \frac{N}{s}, \quad \text{such that} \quad s = s_v \times s_h.$$

Finally, the area overhead due to PG control logic and associated sleep/wake signals is modeled as a linear function of the number of PG clusters; that is,

$$A_{cntrl} \propto \frac{N}{s}.$$

**C. Design & Workload-Aware Run-time Management**

We develop a simple and practical predictor that can estimate the number of required CUs and that can be implemented efficiently in a run-time algorithm with minimal hardware overhead and complexity, and maximize performance.

**Run-time performance correlation.** We studied the correlation between 20+ hardware performance counters with the performance for all kernels at different CU counts on our current hardware described in Section V, and we found that GPU compute utilization, namely, $\text{VALUBusy}$, has a very strong
Algorithm 1: Gradient-based algorithm to find optimal CU count and frequency for a kernel during run-time.

Data: PG granularity (s), minimum step-size ($\Delta n_0$), nominal frequency ($f_0$)

Result: Optimal CU count and frequency

1. Initialization(); // First find optimal CU count at nominal frequency ($f_0$)
2. $n_k = \text{PredictNumCU}(n_{k-1}, \Delta n_0, G)$; \hspace{1cm} $P_k = \text{PredictPower}(n_k, f_0, s)$;
3. if $P_k < TDP$ then
   3.1 Run kernel at $n_k$ and measure $V_k$;
   3.2 $\Delta V = (V_k - V_{k-1})/V_{k-1}$;
   3.3 $G = (V_k - V_{k-1})/(n_k - n_{k-1})$;
4. else 
   4.1 $k = k - 1$; // TDP exceeded
   4.2 ReduceNumCU();
5. end
6. while $G$ OR ($V < tol$) OR ($G < 0$) do
   6.1 $n_k = \text{PredictNumCU}(n_{k-1}, \Delta n_0, G)$; \hspace{1cm} $P_k = \text{PredictPower}(n_k, f_0, s)$;
   6.2 if $P_k < TDP$ then
      6.2.1 Run kernel at $n_k$ and measure $V_k$;
      6.2.2 $\Delta V = (V_k - V_{k-1})/V_{k-1}$;
      6.2.3 $G = (V_k - V_{k-1})/(n_k - n_{k-1})$;
   6.3 else
      6.3.1 $k = k - 1$; // TDP exceeded
      6.3.2 ReduceNumCU();
   6.4 end
7. end
8. // Then find optimal operating frequency
9. while $P_k < TDP$ do
   9.1 Boost frequency; // Use PG granularity while varying frequency
   10. PG_Granularity_PredictNumCU();
11. end
12. // Finally, the algorithm varies the number of CUs within immediate integer multiples of the PG granularity and adjusts the frequency to meet the TDP (line 20).
13. Optimal CU count = $n_k$ at the highest $V_k$;

The algorithm applies a gradient-based analysis for power gating idle CUs and adjusting the frequency of active CUs for an application kernel under a given TDP. This algorithm can be invoked at any reasonable sampling interval (per-kernel, application, or at fixed intervals). Shown in Algorithm 1, it has three main components: 1) initialization, 2) gradient computation, 3) configuration prediction.

1. Initialization. During initialization, we run the kernel at two different CU configurations and collect $VALUBusy$ (line 1 of Algorithm 1). The convergence time of our iterative algorithm depends on the difference in performance between these initial points and is a function of the actual optimal CU count of the kernel. The larger the difference, more iterations may be needed to converge.

2. Gradient computation. Next, we compute the gradient ($G$) for $VALUBusy$ by taking the ratio of the change in the value of $VALUBusy$ counter to the change in the active CUs (line 11 of the Algorithm). We denote the minimum step-size for change in CU count in the system as $\Delta n_0$. The algorithm predicts the number of active CUs for the current iteration ($k$) of the kernel from the number of active CUs and the gradient of $VALUBusy$ counter with respect to the number of CUs in the previous step (line 6 of the Algorithm). That is

\[ n_k = n_{k-1} + \Delta n_0 \times \text{sign}(G) \times \{1 + \text{round}(C \times |G|)\}, \]

where, the parameter $C$ controls the convergence rate. Due to adaptive and quantized step-sizes, it is possible to overshoot the maxima point in our proposed algorithm. Therefore, unlike standard gradient-ascent method, we reduce the number of CU count when the gradient is negative; we add 1 to avoid the algorithm from getting stuck at a fixed CU count when round($C \times |G|$) = 0. The algorithm runs until the relative change in the optimization function ($VALUBusy$) is smaller than a specified tolerance value ($tol$). We set $tol$ to 2%.

3. PG design-aware configuration prediction. To simplify the performance/power scaling models, either CU-count or operating frequency is changed at a time, and not both of them at the same time. With all these, we predict the optimal CU configuration based on the following cases:

   Case 1: Activating optimal number of CUs under TDP at nominal frequency. Once the run-time algorithm predicts the optimal CU count for a kernel, it also predicts the corresponding power consumption based on the previous power readings using PG granularity size (line 7 of the Algo). If the predicted power consumption at the optimal CU configuration is more than the TDP, the algorithm reduces the CU count until the power constraint is met. In this paper, we focus on the overall PG methodology, so, some of the functions [e.g., PredictPower()] are not discussed in detail for brevity.

   Case 2: Adjusting CU count and frequency to utilize power headroom. We boost frequency if there is power slack available after selecting the optimal number of CUs. The amount of boost is derived by computing gradients for $VALUBusy$ with respect to frequency (similar to the line 11 of Algo). To this end, the algorithm varies the number of CUs within immediate integer multiples of the PG granularity and adjusts the frequency to meet the TDP (line 20). We choose CU scaling first because for HPC type parallel applications CU scaling provides better power efficiency than frequency scaling.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our experimental setup consists of an existing high-performance GPU with 32 CUs, each has one scalar unit and four 16-wide SIMD vector units. Without loss of generality, we evaluate the performance and power efficiency of a potential future massively parallel GPGPU architecture with 192 CUs (6 × higher) at hypothetical 10 nm technology, mainly motivated by the performance and power efficiency demands projected for future exascale systems [2].

We first take hardware measurements across 25 kernels in 13 applications from the exascale proxy applications [19] and the Rodinia benchmark suite [20] on the baseline GPU by sweeping the number of CUs (4 to 32 in steps of 4 CUs), CU frequency (300 MHz to 1 GHz in steps of 100 MHz), and memory interface frequency (475 MHz to 1375 MHz in steps of 150 MHz). This results in performance and power measurements (both dynamic and leakage power using internal registers) over 448 distinct hardware configurations. The measurements are scaled to future potential GPGPU using the methodology described in section IV. Further, we use the AMD CodeXL profiler to collect kernel-level performance counters on the existing GPU.
Methodology validation. We validate the projection methodology by using measurements at configurations with low CU count to predict the performance and power at configurations with maximum 32 CUs on the current hardware device. Note that this does not involve technology scaling. The average errors in predicted execution time and power against the actual measured values for the studied kernels are 3.1% and 1.3%.

Further, we also validate the optimal CU predictor by comparing run-time algorithm predictions with oracle CU counts directly derived from off-line execution time estimates. We find that tracking VALUBusy leads to very accurate optimal CU count prediction. Table I gives the optimal CU count for all kernels (K1 to K25) studied in this paper. In contrast with the existing search algorithms, the proposed Algorithm 1 considers PG granularity and converges faster, in less than 6 iterations across all the kernels, (by avoiding disabling one CU at a time) in a massively parallel architecture. Since kernels usually go through tens of iterations, and dynamically changing hardware configurations requires only a few microseconds, the proposed algorithm introduces very little runtime overhead.

Evaluation results. With 150 W TDP constraint and the nominal 1 GHz frequency, Fig. 5.a,b show the execution time and energy for the selected kernels at different PG granularities using our design-aware run-time management algorithm, normalized to the baseline case where all CUs power gated together (i.e., g192). The lower energy in Fig. 5.b means higher power efficiency. Similarly, lower execution time means higher performance. Due to space constraints, we only show results from selected kernels for seven PG granularities that divide the total 192 CUs: {1, 8, 16, 32, 64, 96, 192} CUs per cluster that can be gated at the same time. This corresponds to 192, 24, 12, 6, 3, 2, and 1 independent PG domains.

Observation #1: There is an optimal PG granularity shared by most workloads. For most kernels, we see diminishing return beyond g16. The improvement arises because kernels are TDP limited and the more leakage power saved from finer-grained PG can be leveraged to activate more CUs, which in general improves performance and power efficiency. In fact, the largest performance improvement of 14% is seen between one PG domain (g192) and two PG domains (g96) for the entire GPU. However, beyond a certain PG granularity, the additional leakage saving becomes smaller, and hence the diminishing returns in performance and power efficiency with more silicon area overhead. Specifically, there is no significant performance and power efficiency benefit between g16 and g1. Two exceptions are the performance of CoMD.EAM.advPos (K1) and hotspot (K22), where we see no performance changes across different PG granularities as compared to the baseline because they never exceed TDP even without power gating and can run at their optimal CUs. Across 25 kernels we have investigated, we find that 16 CU cluster size (g16) is the finest granularity that is necessary. At g16, we find an average performance and power efficiency improvement of 21% and 30%, respectively, compared to the baseline case g192.

Observation #2: Per-CU PG is an overkill. We have seen that finer PG granularity provides better performance and power efficiency. However, the improvements come at the cost of design and area overhead. Although the area overhead due to control logic and AON cells keeps increasing with finer granularity, the area overhead due to power gates starts saturating (e.g., at g64 in Fig. 5.c) as the maximum frequency is attained. By comparing the performance and energy gains given in Fig. 5.a,b against the area overhead given in Fig. 5.c, we observe that per-CU PG provides only about 1% improvement in performance at the cost of 53% increase in the PG area overhead compared to the g16 design. On other hand, g16 provides 21% improvement in performance and 30% improvement in power efficiency at the cost of only 54% increase in PG area overhead compared to 192CU (single-cluster) granularity. Overall, we conclude that 16CU PG granularity is an optimal design choice for the studied future massively parallel GPGPU architectures. Choosing 16 CU PG granularity over per-CU granularity would reduce the die area overhead from 5-40% [4], [6] to 3-28%.

![Fig. 5. a) Execution time, and b) energy of kernels at different PG granularity with TDP=150W, c) power gating area overheads at different PG granularities.](image-url)
performance starts to flatten out beyond a PG granularity of a 32 CU cluster size, and a 16 CU cluster size is good enough. Our run-time algorithm is able to adapt to the optimal CU count under different TDP constraints.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We investigated how to leverage power gating to improve performance and power efficiency for a future massively parallel GPGPU architecture. We showed that a simplistic per-CU PG granularity only incurs significant silicon area overhead without further benefits of run-time performance. Further, to achieve better power efficiency without sacrificing performance, the design-time decision on optimal PG granularity needs to be aware of applications characteristics at run-time parallelism and vice-versa.
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